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Consider the odd-order neutral differential equation
 .nw xx t y P t x t y t q Q t x t y s s 0. .  .  .  .  .
We establish several new sufficient conditions for the oscillation of all solutions
 .and the existence of a positive solution when P t y 1 is allowed to oscillate and
`  .the usual divergent condition H Q s ds s ` is not satisfied. These conditions are
almost sharp and improve some known results in the literature. Some examples are
given to demonstrate the advantage of our results. Q 1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The literature on the oscillation of neutral differential equations is
growing day by day. It is a very new field with interesting applications. In
particular, the oscillation of the nth-order neutral delay differential equa-
tion
 .nx t y P t x t y t q Q t x t y s s 0, t G t , 1 .  .  .  .  .  .0
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where n is an odd integer,
qP g C t , ` , R , Q g C t , ` , R ,. . .  .0 0
t g 0, ` , s g 0, ` , 2 . .  .
whas recently been investigated by many authors. We refer to papers 1,
x w x3]5, 7]12, 14, 15 and two monographs 2, 6 . Most of the papers in the
 .literature, however, concern Eq. 1 under the condition
`
Q s ds s `. 3 .  .H
t0
 .Considerably less is known about the oscillation of all solutions of 1 when
 . w x3 is not satisfied; we refer to 9, 11, 14 .
w x  .In 14 , the oscillation of Eq. 1 was studied, where the following weaker
condition
` ` ny1ns Q s m y s Q m dm ds s ` 4 .  .  .  .H H
t s0
was used.
w x  .Recently, Shen 9 studied the oscillation of Eq. 1 and obtained some
 .interesting oscillation criteria when P t y 1 is allowed to oscillate and
the following condition is satisfied:
Q s exp « H s y s ds s ` for any « ) 0, 5 .  .  .H
w xE t qs , t qs1 2
w x where E t q s , t q s s t: t q s q it F t F t q s q it , i s1 2 1 2
4  . w . q.0, 1, 2, . . . , H t g C t y s , ` , R is a nondecreasing function such2
that
H s q H s q mt G H s q m q 1 t for s G t , m s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .  .  . 2
6 .
In this paper we further study the oscillatory and nonoscillatory behav-
 .  .ior of Eq. 1 . Some new criteria for the oscillation of all solutions of 1
 .are obtained when P t y 1 is also allowed to oscillate, which improve the
w x  .results in 9 . Moreover, we also present a sufficient condition for Eq. 1
to have a positive solution. So far, this is the first paper that establishes the
 .  .existence of a positive solution of Eq. 1 when P t y 1 is allowed to
oscillate. By applying our theorems in Section 2, we can show that every
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solution of the following equation
 .nx t y exp sin 2 t x t y p q Cexp yh t x t s 0, t G 0, 7 .  .  .  .  .  .
where C ) 0, h g R, oscillates when h - 1rp , and there exists an eventu-
ally positive solution when h ) 1rp .
 4  . wLet r s max t , s . By a solution of 1 we mean a function x g C t y1
. .  .  .  .r, ` , R for some t G t , such that x t y P t x t y t is n times conti-1 0
w .  .nously differentiable on t , ` and such that 1 is satisfied for t G t .1 1
 .As usual, a solution of 1 is said to be oscillatory if it has arbitrarily
large zeros. Otherwise, the solution is called nonoscillatory.
Throughout this paper, we suppose that n is an odd integer, and define
w x  4E t , t s t: t q it F t F t q it , i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , where t )1 2 1 2 2
t G t .1 0
2. MAIN RESULTS
We start this section with a description of our main results.
 .THEOREM 1. Assume that 2 holds and that there exists a t* G t , such0
that
P t* q it F 1 for i s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 8 .  .
Furthermore, suppose that there exist t ) t G t , a G 1, and a nondecreas-2 1 0
w  4 .  ..ing function H g C min t , t , ` , 0, ` such that1
w xP t G a for t g E t , t , 9 .  .1 2
 4H s q H t G H s q t for s, t G min t , t , 10 .  .  .  .1
and that
Q s exp H s ln arH t ds s `. 11 .  .  .  .H
w xE t qs , t qs1 2
 .Then e¨ery solution of Eq. 1 oscillates.
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 2. Assume that 2 and 9 ] 11 hold and P t is oscillatory.
 .Then e¨ery solution of Eq. 1 oscillates.
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 .  .  .THEOREM 3. Assume that 2 and 9 ] 11 hold and that there is s G t0 0
 .such that P t ) 0 for t G s and0
`
y1P s q t P s q 2t ??? P s q kt s `. 12 .  .  .  . 0 0 0
ks1
 .Then e¨ery solution of Eq. 1 oscillates.
 .THEOREM 4. Assume that 2 holds and that there exists a T ) t such0
that
tqs
P t q Q s ds ) 0 for t G T . 13 .  .  .H
t
w .  ..Further assume that there is a nondecreasing function r g C t , ` , 0, `0
such that
0 F P t F r t rr t y t for t G T , 14 .  .  .  .
and that
` s ny1Q s r s y s s y m rr m dm ds - `. 15 .  .  .  .  .H H
t t0 0
 .  .  .  .Then Eq. 1 has an e¨entually positi¨ e solution x t with 0 - x t F r t
e¨entually.
To prove Theorems 1]4, we need the following.
w x  .  .  .LEMMA 1 9 . Assume that 2 and 8 hold and that Q t is not
 .  .e¨entually identical to 0. Let x t be an e¨entually positi¨ e solution of 1 and
set
z t s x t y P t x t y t . 16 .  .  .  .  .
Then we ha¨e e¨entually
z n. t F 0, z ny1. t ) 0, z t ) 0. 17 .  .  .  .
w x  .  .  .LEMMA 2 9 . Assume that 2 and 12 hold and that Q t is not
 .  .e¨entually identical to 0. Let x t be an e¨entually positi¨ e solution of 1 and
 .  .  .set z t as in 16 . Then 17 holds e¨entually.
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w x  .  .  .LEMMA 3 2 . Assume that 2 and 13 hold and that P t G 0 for
t G T , and assume that the integral inequality
1
y t G P t y t y t q .  .  .
n y 1 ! .
` ny1
= s y t Q s y s y s ds, t G T , 18 .  .  .  .H
t
w .  .has a continuous positi¨ e solution y: T y r, ` ª 0, ` . Then the corre-
sponding integral equation
1
x t s P t x t y t q .  .  .
n y 1 ! .
` ny1
= s y t Q s x s y s ds, t G T , 19 .  .  .  .H
t
w .  .  .  .has a continuous positi¨ e solution x: T y r, ` ª 0, ` with 0 - x t F y t
for t G T.
 .Proof of Theorem 1. Assume, for the sake of argument, that 1 has an
 .  .  .eventually positive solution x t , Set z t as in 16 . Then by Lemma 1,
there exists a T* G t such that2
z ny1. t ) 0, z t ) 0, x t y r ) 0 for t G T*. .  .  .
 .Thus we have by 16
x t ) P t x t y t for t G T*. 20 .  .  .  .
Now choose a positive integer N such that t q Nt G T* and s q Nt G t .1 1
 .  .Then by 9 and 20 we get
w xx t ) a x t y t for t g E t q Nt , t q Nt . 21 .  .  .1 2
  .  .  . 4Let M s min x t : t q N y 1 t F t F t q N y 1 t and M s1 2 1
w  .  .xM exp yH t ln arH t . Clearly, M and M are two positive constants.2 1
 .  .Since a G 1, hence by 21 and noting that H t is nondecreasing, we have
x t ) aM G M s M exp H t ln arH t .  .  .1 2
w xG M exp H t y Nt ln arH t , t g t q Nt , t q Nt . .  .1 1 2
w  .  . x  .  .For t g t q N q 1 t , t q N q 1 t we have by 10 and 211 2
x t ) a x t y t ) exp ln a M exp H t y t y Nt ln arH t .  .  .  .  .1
G M exp H t y Nt ln arH t . .  .1
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Similarly, we can obtain in general that
x t ) M exp H t y Nt ln arH t , .  .  .1
t g t q N q i t , t q N q i t , i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , .  .1 2
and so
w xx t ) M exp H t y Nt ln arH t for t g E t q Nt , t q Nt , .  .  .1 1 2
which yields
x t y s ) M exp H t y s y Nt ln arH t .  .  .1
G M exp yH s q Nt ln arH t exp H t ln arH t .  .  .  .1
w xfor t g E t q s q Nt , t q s q Nt . 22 .1 2
Next, for any t G t q s q Nt , define1
w x w x w xA t , t s t q s q Nt , t l E t q s q Nt , t q s q Nt .t 1 2 1 1 2
 .Then, in view of 11 , we have
lim Q s exp H s ln arH t ds s `. 23 .  .  .  .H
tª` w xA t , tt 1 2
 .Now rewriting 1 in the form
z n. t s yQ t x t y s , .  .  .
 .and integrating it from t q s q Nt to t, we get by 221
z ny1. t y z ny1. t q s q Nt .  .1
t
s y Q s x s y s ds .  .H
t qsqNt1
F y Q s x s y s ds .  .H
w xA t , tt 1 2
F yM exp yH s q Nt ln arH t .  .1
= Q s exp H s ln arH t ds, .  .  .H
w xA t , tt 1 2
 . ny1. .which, together with 23 , yields z t ª y` as t ª `. This is a
contradiction and so the proof is complete.
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 .  .Proof of Theorem 2. Let x t be an eventually positive solution of 1
 .  .and let z t be defined by 16 . Then eventually
z n. t s yQ t x t y s F 0 k 0 . .  .  .  .
 .  .Thus, z t is an eventually strictly monotonic function. Since P t is
 .oscillatory, it follows that z t must be eventually positive which also
ny1. .implies that eventually z t ) 0. The rest of the proof is similar to
that of Theorem 1 and, thus, is omitted.
Proof of Theorem 3. By way of contradiction, if it is otherwise, then Eq.
 .  .  .  .1 has an eventually positive solution x t . Set z t as in 16 . Then by
ny1. .  .Lemma 2, we have eventually z t ) 0, z t ) 0. The rest of the proof
is similar to that of Theorem 1, and so we omit it.
 .Proof of Theorem 4. By 15 we have
` `1 ny1
m y s Q m r m y s dm ds - `. 24 .  .  .  .H Hr s .t s0
It follows that
`1 ny1s y t Q s r s y s ds - ` for t G t . .  .  .H 0r t . t
 . `  .ny1  .  .  .  .Set Q* t s H s y t Q s r s y s dsr n y 1 !r t for t G t . Sincet 0
 .  .  .r t is nondecreasing, Q* t is nonincreasing and lim Q* t s 0. Chooset ª`
T ) T sufficiently large such that1
` `1 ny1
m y s Q m r m y s dm ds .  .  .H Hr s .T s1
`t ny1q s y T Q s r s y s ds F n y 1 !t . 25 .  .  .  .  .H 1r T . T1 1
 .Define a function n t as follows:
¡Q* T q t y T Q* T q t rt , .  .  .1 1 1
T F t F T q t ,1 1~n t s .
Q* t q n t y t , .  .¢ T q kt F t F T q k q 1 t , k s 1, 2, . . . . .1 1
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 . w .It is easy to see that n t is continuous and positive on T , ` , and1
ty1n t F t Q* s ds q Q* T , T F t F T q t , 26 .  .  .  .H 1 1 1
T1
n t s n t y t q Q* t , t G T q t , 27 .  .  .  .1
 .  .for T q t F t F T q 2t , From 26 and 27 and the nonincreasing1 1
 .nature of Q* t , we have
n t s n t y t q Q* t .  .  .
tyt ty1 y1F t Q* s ds q Q* T q t Q* s ds .  .  .H H1
T tyt1
ty1s t Q* s ds q Q* T . .  .H 1
T1
By induction, we can obtain, in general, that
ty1n t F t Q* s ds q Q* T , .  .  .H 1
T1
T q kt F t F T q k q 1 t , k s 1, 2, . . . , .1 1
and so
ty1n t F t Q* s ds q Q* T , t G T , .  .  .H 1 1
T1
 .which, together with 25 , implies
0 - n t F 1, t G T . 28 .  .1
 .Rewrite 27 in the form
r t n t y n t y t .  .  .
` ny1s s y t Q s r s y s dsr n y 1 !, t G T q t . .  .  .  .H 1
t
 .  .  .Set y t s r t n t . Then we have
r t .
y t y y t y t .  .
r t y t .
` ny1s s y t Q s r s y s dsr n y 1 !, t G T q t . .  .  .  .H 1
t
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 .  .In view of 14 and 28 , we get
y t G P t y t y t .  .  .
` ny1q s y t Q s y s y s dsr n y 1 !, t G T q t q s . .  .  .  .H 1
t
By Lemma 3, the corresponding integral equation
x t s P t x t y t .  .  .
` ny1q s y t Q s x s y s dsr n y 1 !, t G T q t q s , .  .  .  .H 1
t
 .  .  .  .has a continuous positive solution x t with 0 - x t F y t F r t for
 .t G T q t q s . It is obvious that x t is an eventually positive solution of1
 .Eq. 1 . The proof is complete.
3. SEVERAL EXAMPLES
In this section we give some examples to show the effect of our results.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the neutral equation
 .nx t y exp sin 2 t x t y p q Cexp yh t x t s 0, t G 0, .  .  .  .  .
29 .
where C ) 0, h g R, and n G 1 is any odd integer. If h - 1rp , let
q  4  .  .z g R such that max ph, 0 - z - 1. Clearly, P t s exp sin 2 t satisfies
 . w xcondition 8 for any t* g pr2, p . Moreover, if we choose t s arcsinzr2,1
 . z  .  .  .t s p y arcsin z r2, a s e , and H t s t, then conditions 9 and 102
are satisfied. It is easy to see that
Cexp yhs ? exp szrp ds s `. .  .H
w xE t , t1 2
 .Hence, condition 11 is satisfied. Therefore, by Theorem 1, every solution
 .of 29 oscillates.
 . trpOn the other hand, if h ) 1rp , we choose r t s e . It is easy to
 .  .  .verify that conditions 13 , 14 , and 15 are satisfied. Therefore, by
 .  .Theorem 4, Eq. 29 has an eventually positive solution x t with 0 -
 . trpx t F e eventually.
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 .  .  . tr2pEXAMPLE 2. If we choose H t s t, r t s 5r2 , then the neutral
equation
 .nx t y 3r2 y cos t x t y 2p q Cexp yh t x t y p .  .  .  .  .
s 0, t G 0, 30 .
where n is odd, C ) 0, h g R, satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 1
 .  .when h - ln 5r2 r2p and that of Theorem 4 when h ) ln 5r2 r2p .
 .  .Therefore, if h - ln 5r2 r2p , then every solution of 30 oscillates; if
 .  .  .h ) ln 5r2 r2p , then 30 has an eventually positive solution x t with
 .  . tr2p0 - x t F 5r2 eventually.
EXAMPLE 3. The neutral equation
 .nx t y t sin t x t y 2p q Cexp yb t x t y p s 0, t G 0, .  .  .  .
31 .
where n is odd, b g R, C ) 0, satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 2 if
 .  .we choose H t s t. Therefore, every solution of 31 oscillates.
 .EXAMPLE 4. If we choose H t s t, then the neutral equation
 .nybx t y t q 2 y sin 2 t x t y p q Cexp yh t x t y s .  .  .  .  .
s 0, t G 1, 32 .
where n is odd, h - ln 3rp , s G 0, and b G 1, satisfies all the hypotheses
 .of Theorem 3. Therefore, every solution of 32 oscillates.
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